Craig Parsons, a composer and orchestra conductor, is also a much sought after
presenter in corporate communications, leadership and the pursuit of excellence.
Mr. Parsons travels nationwide giving executive training seminars and keynote
addresses. His combination of musical and comedy experience make him a popular
choice for bringing new insights to both personal development and team building.
While sharing leadership and life lessons from the world of the classical orchestra
conductor, Mr. Parsons’ musical timing and fast wit add excitement and interest
to executive retreats and workshops.
Craig Parsons regularly performs at the finest concert halls throughout the nation.
Maestro Parsons has conducted symphony orchestras in Milwaukee, Orlando,
Boston, Salt Lake City and New Orleans. Additionally, as a musical
director/producer he has recorded and performed with a variety of star
performers, such as Danny Thomas, George Burns, Broadway star Melba Moore.
Mr. Parsons has also shared the stage with Charles Kuralt in a performance leading
the Toronto Symphony Orchestra in a concert of his original compositions,
arrangements and unique comedy performing.
Equally at home in the world of comedy or classical music, Craig Parsons combines
the spontaneity of humor with the discipline of music to offer attendees at his
seminars and workshops fresh approaches to personal growth and goal-directed
team building.
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Mr. Parsons is also an experienced host for corporate events, having ...
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Testimonials
"A remarkable speech... bravo!"
- VP Cemex.

"High energy, sharp insight and stunning musicianship made Craig Parsons'
seminar a truly energizing and inspiring experience."
- Chicago Metropolitan Association.
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